Moreover, the topologies are nearly the same among the dendrograms of cytochrome c which constructed by means of nucleotide substitution or amino acid substitution or even if they stand on differetat algorisms (Momotani ]96Z and 1974) . It means that partial set is a representative set of all set of substitutions. It may be explained as follows: Most of the single drastic substitution may be rejected by its drastic effects to the molecular stability. But may be rarely accepted by the compensative effects of neighbouring sequence which presumably results of preexisting nondrastic substitutions, and also the drastic substitution alter the limit of the succeeding substitutions, and within limit shall be permitted. The X-ray data of the secondary structure of cytochrome c are really not so differed among species of eukaryote (Dickerson et al ,1971) , ,4o and drastic substitutions occured for a long period may result the difference of primary structures
